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Demand for body scanningDemand for body scanning

• standard procedure walk-through metal 
detector: pulsed induction (coil transmits EM 
pulse  eddy currents created in conducting 
objects cause response)

d t ti   (fi t l li ti )• detection zones (first localization)

• statistically generated false alarm to trigger 
manual recheck

exiting magnetic field (pulsed)

transmitter coil

eddy current response 
(exiting field off)

--
Sticky Note
Although body scanners are on everyone's lips today, they are not yet in routine use in Europe, because of still unclear legal situation and missing certification procedures. Consequently, walk-through metal detectors are still the only option for security screening of people, although they are restricted to the detection of electrical conductors. Statistically generated false alarms are used to trigger manual rechecks in order to slightly increase the chance of detection of explosives or other non-conductive objects.



Variety of body scanning concepts
Imaging with EM waves

Variety of body scanning concepts

X-ray millimetre / sub-millimetre

transmission backscatter activetransmission backscatter active

passive2D (amplitude only) 3D (pulse transit time)

mature

--
Sticky Note
In public view, body scanning concepts are misleadingly mixed. Amongst the variety of possible solutions, X-ray backscattering was the first and is still the most mature technology. However, it will not be used in Europe, because of health concerns. Active millimetre wave imaging in portals is almost established; commercial devices are now in test and certification procedures.



Prospects and limits of established solutions

What they have achieved

Prospects and limits of established solutions

• full 3D image reconstruction with high spatial
resolution

• high maturity level including automated object
detection

What is difficult or (almost) impossible to reach:
• abandonment of artificial illumination
• operation from a distance (stand-off = optical

imaging from a few meters) because of:
• low spatial resolution
• required high transmission power for real time

--
Sticky Note
In order to define a market chance for cryogenic concepts one has to look at the limits of the established solutions. The fully automated inspection in a cabin with active millimetre waves is competitive and mature. Cryogenic receivers could hardly make any impact there. The chance is to build stand-off cameras, which is, for physical reasons (see slide 6 and 7), hard to achieve by active millimetre wave imaging.



What is ‘stand off’ good for?What is stand-off  good for?
• ‘stand-off’ is synonymic to ‘flexible’: 

 camera for quasi mobile deployment in different configurations   camera for quasi-mobile deployment in different configurations, 

• Perspective: reconsidering traditional security measures

• detection of hazard prior to potential threat 

• surveillance of public events (e.g. sports)

• check ‘en passant’ (German ‘Wandelgang’)

• temporary protection of public buildings (embassies, election office etc.)

vision of the International Air Transport Association (IATA)

--
Sticky Note
The reason to build stand-off cameras is no longer restricted to the often raised problem of „suicide bomber safe distance“ detection. In fact, in modern security concepts it enables a flexible tool, which disburdens the person under test from the need of entering an inspection cabin. Moreover, a quasi-mobile configuration enables the temporary deployment, which opens applications beyond the primary use at airports.



Optical (radiometric) imaging

spatial resolution

Ernst Abbe, 1870Optical (radiometric) imaging

spatial resolution

transmitted AND received signal

distance Dsubject (TS ,, r)

clothing (  r  t)
entrance pupil P

solid angle  of

clothing (, r, t)

received radiation

object  
(TO, , r, t)

spatial 
resolution d

background (Tb, , r) illumination

--
Sticky Note
In stand-off configurations, the (relatively) long wavelength of millimetre waves becomes disturbing since it limits the spatial resolution. Additionally, active concepts require disproportionate increase in transmitted power.



Physical (and other) limitations

reflectivity of human skin black body emission at 310K 

Physical (and other) limitations

[11] S.I. Alekseev et al., Human Skin Permittivity Determined by Millimeter 
Wave Reflection Measurements, Bioelectromagnetics 28, 331-339 (2007)

[12] R. Appleby et al., Standoff Detection of Weapons and Contraband in the
100 GHz to 1 THz Region, IEEE Transactions on antennas and

Note:
active illumination of persons withpropagation, 55 (11), 2944 – 2956 (2007) active illumination of persons with
EM waves beyond 300GHz 
(<1mm) is not yet permitted by law!

--
Sticky Note
The obvious way to answer the problem of insufficient spatial resolution is to operate at shorter wavelengths. However, there are physical laws which change the rules for a promising technological concept: (1) an active system has to face the problem of vanishing reflectivity of human skin at sub-millimetre waves, (2) the thermal emission of a human body at sub-millimetre waves is substantially higher compared to millimetre wave bands, and last, but not least, (3) an active sub-millimetre wave camera is not yet legal in Germany, only systems operating below 300GHz are covered by the ‚radar law‘. In conclusion, a passive sub-millimetre wave concept is not only reasonable but favourable over active alternatives.



Passive sub mm imagingPassive sub-mm imaging

Planck‘s equation for spectral emission of a 
black body with a radiating area of 1m2

simple on-axis telescope as example

black body with a radiating area of 1m2

38µW/GHz @ 310K

35µW/GHz @ 295K 

in atmospheric window (355±20)GHz 

P = 120µW, background power 1.4mW

chosen optical configuration:

airy disk  radiating area 1.8cm2

Ø primary mirror: 0.5 m
spatial resolution (approx): 1.5 cm

aperture  receiving area 0.5m @ 10m 
distance ( = 0.008sr)

That is the chance for cryogenic 
detectors!

received background power: 250pW

Thermal resolution 0.1K@T=15K: 150fW

--
Sticky Note
Assuming a simple passive system which operates from 10 metre distance using reflecting optics with a 50cm aperture (practical concept), it is easy to calculate the demands on a usable detector. Favouring the first sub-mm atmospheric window at 350 GHz (870µm), the calculation yields a background load on the detector in the order of hundreds of picowatt, whilst the detector has to resolve power differences on the order of hundred femtowatt.  



Detector requirements

figure of merit: NEP, defined as 
resolvable power per square root of 
integration bandwidthDetector requirements

At the example of a 100 x 100 pixel THz image :

integration bandwidth

NEP = 150fW/Hz  resolving 150fW 
in 1 second integration time

 resolving 150fW in 100 millisecond integration time (10Hz frame rate): 
NEP = 50fW/Hz

Implication: the need for a full detector array (10000 pixels)

 resolving 156fW in a 10Hz frame, scanned with N pixels

integration time shortened by N/10000: 
NEP = N · 0,5fW/Hz

reasonable concept using approved radioastronomy technology: 
N = 20

 required NEP 2 2fW/Hz required NEP 2.2fW/Hz

--
Sticky Note
A practical concept has to find a good compromise between the extreme cases (1) full focal plane array with about 20.000 less sensitive pixels (high NEP) and (2) single, extremely sensitive pixel (low NEP) with fast optical scan. Both extremes are beyond state of the art. One has to consider technological (complexity of harnessing, available cooling power) AND  economic aspects (system costs defined by market)



ReceiverReceiver

20 TES bolometers in a circular array

• absorption in an array of dipole

• 1µm thick silicon nitride membrane with low
thermal conductivity (1nW/K)

low pass 50K

PE vacuum window

• absorption in an array of dipole
antennas (/2)

low pass 50K

band pass 4K • band definition by set of cryogenic filters
( t A ik  B ö l f d t il )(see poster Anika Brömel for details)

--
Sticky Note
Our approach bases on the heritage of detector development for the joint project LABOCA (together with Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy in Bonn). Transition edge bolometers operating at about 450mK are in use, adapted to a band of operation around 870µm by a set of self-made cryogenic filters.



Detector optimization
• FEM simulations (COMSOL®

Multiphysics®)

Detector optimization

Multiphysics )

• radiation, thermal properties, electrical 

behavior

• optimized: design, G, C
•  ≈ 50 μs, efficiency ≈ 70 %

--
Sticky Note
The LABOCA detectors had to be optimized in terms of speed to enable a fast optical scan. Mostly, the thermal capacitance was minimized retaining the original sensitivity. Using finite element numerical simulation it was possible not only to achieve the targeted time constant but also to improve the overall radiometric coupling efficiency to about 70%.



cryogen free cooling 
system System y

cryogenic receiver with

System

cryogenic receiver with
temperature resolution

about 0.5K at 10Hz 
video frame rate

commercial module for 
simultaneous recording 
of visible and IR videoof visible and IR-video

reflecting optics for 7 to 
10 t  di t  10 meter distance 
(adjustable), spatial 
resolution 1.5cm

For details see E. Heinz et al., 
Journal of Infrared, Millimetre, 
and Terahertz Waves 2010

--
Sticky Note
The built system demonstrator (output of German research project funded by BMBF, grant no. 13N9307) bases on a commercial pulse tube cooler with an additional close-cycle cooling stage (300mK). It is able to achieve frame rates of up to 10Hz and a field of view of 1.2m diameter at 10m stand-off distance.



Achieved spatial resolution
spatial cut-off 
frequency

Achieved spatial resolution

q y
s = D / λ d

Kottler/Perrin, 
J.Opt.Soc.Am
56, 377 (1966)

9 m distance, 20 s integration

--
Sticky Note
The spatial resolution, measured with a simple test pattern in front of a heated black body, coincides with the target value based on a numerical simulation of the reflecting optics (ZEMAX)



Achieved thermal resolutionAchieved thermal resolution

temperature resolution – experimenttemperature resolution – experiment
background  ≈ 24 °C, panel  35.1 °C,
temperature resolution is “confusion limited” (limited by spatial noise)

ΔT = 1 K ΔT = 3 KΔT = 0.1  K

--
Sticky Note
Single pixel measurements have shown background limited operation. However, in practice other effects will limit the useful temperature resolution. A simple experiment, using a heatable bottle of warm water in front of a black body background, shows unavoidable fluctuations on the background (in the order of 0.1K), preventing the identification of an object with a temperature difference of that order. Although the camera can resolve temperature differences of 0.1K, the dominant spatial noise sets a practical limit at about 0.5K (confusion limit).



Conclusion

1 The concept of near-field mm-wave imaging is mature  Cryogenic detectors can

Conclusion

1. The concept of near-field mm-wave imaging is mature. Cryogenic detectors can
hardly compete in that field.

2. A passive sub-mm wave camera is the most effective solution for stand-off 
li ti i  C i d t t bl t t th d d f h application scenarios. Cryogenic detectors are able to meet the demands of such 

a system

3. Such systems can answer a variaty of application scenarios – so future systems
should be as flexible as possible
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